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Quadrupole mass spectrometry finds extensive application for the identification of ions in 

plasmas. Mass spectra of ions are not affected by the fragmentation problems of neutrals at the 
detector; nevertheless, ions with equal mass/charge (m/q) ratio but different composition can 
contribute to the same peak. This can be a problem for plasmas of gas mixtures that lead to 
different products, but additional insight can be derived from their ion energy distributions, f(E). 
In hollow cathode discharges, where the potential fall in the negative glow is negligible, these 
distributions are largely determined by the acceleration of the ions in the sheath region between 
the negative glow and the cathode; but they may also carry specific information about ion 
generation mechanisms within the plasma or about collision processes in the sheath, which can in 
turn be useful to identify different ions with the same m/q ratio. At low pressures, these ion energy 
distributions are mainly characterized by a narrow (FWHM < 2 eV) maximum close to the value 
of the anode-cathode potential, which indicates that most ions are accelerated from the plasma 
edge towards the cathode through a largely collisionless sheath. However, “wings” of variable 
magnitude characteristic for the different ions appear at the basis of the narrow maxima and, in 
some components, somewhat broader distributions (tens of eV) are observed.  Diverse ion energy 
distributions observed in hollow cathode DC discharges corresponding to various mixtures of H2, 
CH4, N2, O2... will be presented at the conference, and likely causes for the observed shape 
differences in f(E) will be advanced.  

 
Figure 1 shows two illustrative examples. In figure 1a the energy distributions of m/q = 1, 3 

and 14 for a H2+5%N2 plasma are displayed (Ptotal = 0.02 mbar, I= 150 mA). The signal at m/q = 3 
corresponds to the dominant H3

+ ion. It presents a sharp drop at the high energy side of the 
maximum and a smoother decline at the low energy side. In these plasmas, H3

+ is produced in ion-
molecule reactions, and most notably in the process:  

 
 H2+H2

+ → H3
++ H (1)      

Through this mechanism, the H2
+ ions, produced primarily by electron impact, are largely 

converted to H3
+. Given the inefficient interaction of H3

+ with H2 and the low experimental 
pressures, most of the detected H3

+ ions cross the sheath region without perturbation and give rise 
to the mentioned sharp peak [1]. Most of the major ions detected in these plasmas (H2

+, N2H+, 
NH4

+) [2] have energy distributions qualitatively similar to that of H3
+ (not represented for clarity) 

with a sharp peak and a low energy tail. The energy distribution of H+ (m/q=1) has a characteristic 
shoulder extending to energies 10-15 eV higher than the narrow peak just discussed.  
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H+ ions are generated in the plasma mainly by two different reactions:  

H + e → H+ + 2e   (2)  
H2 + e → H + H+ + 2e        (3) 

 
Reaction (2) can be of relevance because a high H2 dissociation degree (up to ∼10%) has 

been found in these kinds of plasmas [3]. Ions produced in reaction (2) maintain the relatively 
narrow velocity distribution of the H precursor and will contribute to the central peak of the f(E). 
On the other hand, reaction (3) is a Franck-Condon process in which the H+ ions are formed with a 
high translational energy. A large part of these translationally excited ions are not thermalized in 
the plasma and reach the cathode with their “excess” energy, contributing to the broad high energy 
shoulder. A similar behaviour is observed for the case of N+ ions (m/q=14) in N2 containing 
plasmas, although in this case, the reaction N2 + e → N + N+ + 2e is much more important than N 
+ e → N+ + 2e because the dissociation degree of nitrogen is usually much lower than that of 
hydrogen in their respective plasmas [4]. Although a rigorous explanation of the f(E) shape is 
usually not possible due to their complex dependence on collision processes and detector 
parameters, they can be often used as a signature of a given ion (note in this respect the different 
tails of H3

+ and H+ at the lower energies).  

Figure 1b shows the energy distributions of ions in a low pressure air plasma (Ptotal = 0.02 
mbar, I= 150 mA). Again in this case, the f(E) of the molecular ions (N2

+, O2
+ and NO+) are 

characterized by a narrow peak close to the anode-cathode voltage and a low energy tail. The 
signals at m/q =14  and 16 correspond to the atomic ions N+ and O+ produced in the Franck-
Condon dissociation of diatomic molecules (N2 and O2). In this case, the presence of some thermal 
O+ and N+ ions is hinted at by a small bump at the energy of the narrow peak of the molecular 
ions. 
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Fig. 1 Energy distributions, f(E), of ions reaching the cathode for H2+N2 (5%) and air plasmas. 
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